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Virtual reality videos teach drivers road safety

Spotted: UK and Hungary-based FrancisKodak Design Lab has created a virtual reality (VR) immersion safety course for drivers. The product, Another Set of Eyes (ANET360), combines traditional driver training methods with VR to teach better safety skills. It is the latest example of using total immersion technology to improve learning retention.

ANET360 puts students in real-life situations and hypothetical scenarios. Once hooked into the headset, the student is immersed in a 360-degree experience. The training course is based on situations every driver faces. It can also be tailored to client demands. The programme has improved driver reaction time by 20 percent and reduced training costs by 50 percent.

The programme also uses machine learning, which allows it to record user reactions across an unlimited number of scenarios. Once analysed, the information can provide valuable insight into human decision-making and reactions in various situations. The knowledge will help improve road safety, the company says.

ANET360 is the first accredited VR hazard awareness training programme under the Transport for London and Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS) in the UK.
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Takeaway:

ANET360 is an example of how VR is changing how we learn. Studies have shown that we retain more when we learn using VR. Immersive learning also helps us engage at a higher level. VR is already being used to teach future surgeons and prepare adoptive families. At Springwise, we are seeing a greater use of these innovations by the public sector. While critics may question the cost to taxpayers, the long-term savings can be immense. There were 1,793 road fatalities in 2017, which cost the economy £2.1 million per accident in terms of human loss and loss of economic output. Road accidents in the UK cost the economy an estimated £15.1 billion in 2012.